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Abstract: NOMAD is a suite of three spectrometers that will be launched 
in 2016 as part of the joint ESA-Roscosmos ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter 
mission. The instrument contains three channels that cover the IR and UV 
spectral ranges and can perform solar occultation, nadir and limb 
observations, to detect and map a wide variety of Martian atmospheric 
gases and trace species. Part I of this work described the models of the 
UVIS channel; in this second part, we present the optical models 
representing the two IR channels, SO (Solar Occultation) and LNO (Limb, 
Nadir and Occultation), and use them to determine signal to noise ratios 
(SNRs) for many expected observational cases. In solar occultation mode, 
both the SO and LNO channel exhibit very high SNRs >5000. SNRs of 
around 100 were found for the LNO channel in nadir mode, depending on 
the atmospheric conditions, Martian surface properties, and observation 
geometry. 
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1. Introduction 

NOMAD (Nadir and Occultation for MArs Discovery) is one of four instruments on board the 
ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter that will observe the Martian atmosphere across a wide spectral 
range spanning the UV and IR spectral ranges. Part I of this work was dedicated to the UV-
visible channel (200-650nm), known as UVIS, describing in detail the instrument and 
radiometric model [1]. This second part focuses on the two IR channels of the instrument, SO 
and LNO. 

The design of the SO channel has been inspired by the existing spectrometer, SOIR [2], 
which was part of the SPICAV/SOIR spectrometers’ suite [3] on board Venus-Express [4]. 
The SO channel has been optimized for solar occultation observations, i.e. looking at the Sun 
during sunset and sunrise. It operates at wavelengths between 2.2 and 4.3 µm (2325 to 4545 
cm−1) with a spectral resolution varying between 0.15 and 0.2 cm−1 depending on the 
wavelength region. The optical layout of LNO is identical to that of SO: radiation passes 
through the entrance optics, followed by the Acousto Optical Tunable Filter (AOTF), then 
slit, echelle spectrometer and is converted to an electronic signal by the cooled detector [Fig. 
1]. LNO will be measuring in the wavelength range between 2.2 and 3.8 µm (2631 to 4545 
cm−1) with a resolution of ~0.3 cm−1. 

 

Fig. 1. Optical design of the SO and LNO channels: (1) the entrance optics, (2) the AOTF 
filter, (3) the spectrometer entrance slit, (4) collimating/imaging parabolic mirror, (6) folding 
mirror, (5) the echelle grating, (7) the detector. 
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The LNO channel contains a flip mirror that can be placed in one of two positions. When 
in nadir position, the channel field of view (FOV) is deflected downwards toward the centre 
of Mars, and when in occultation position, the mirror is no longer in the optical path and the 
FOV points directly towards the Sun, co-aligned with the SO channel. In both channels, the 
AOTF is used to select the spectral interval that will be recorded. In optimal conditions, its 
bandwidth should correspond exactly to the Free Spectral Range (FSR) of the spectrometer, 
so that the width of one AOTF diffraction order corresponds exactly with that of one echelle 
grating order. In practice, the FSR of the grating is constant in wavelength, and the AOTF 
bandwidth is constant in wavenumbers (inverse centimetres), so there is some mismatch 
across the spectral range of NOMAD. The detectors in both IR channels contain 320 columns 
(spectral direction) by 256 rows (spatial direction) of pixels, made of photovoltaic mercury 
cadmium telluride (HgCdTe/MCT) by Sofradir, France. These MARS-MW type detectors are 
cooled to a constant temperature, generally set in the range 80-100 K, during observations. 
More technical details on the NOMAD instrument and in particular on the IR channels can be 
found in [5]. 

2. Model parameters 

2.1. Measurement cycles 

For both channels, up to six different domains (corresponding to six different settings, or 
frequencies, of the AOTF) can be consecutively measured during each cycle, where one cycle 
typically lasts 1 s for solar occultation and 15 s for nadir observations - corresponding in nadir 
to a groundtrack footprint of approximately 17 × 50km from an orbit of 400km above Mars. 
As the instrument is highly programmable, many of the observational parameters can be 
varied depending on the state of the instrument and the conditions of the Martian atmosphere, 
and can be refined when in orbit around Mars. Therefore, for this work, the default parameters 
have been used, where six domains (i.e. 6 different diffraction orders) are measured per 1s 
cycle in occultation mode, and one domain (diffraction order) is measured per 15s cycle in 
nadir mode. Diffraction orders ~100-210 can typically be measured by SO; orders ~110-210 
can be measured by LNO. 

2.2. Operational temperatures 

The NOMAD instrument has an expected operational temperature lying within 263-293K, 
calculated from thermal models. The resulting temperatures depend on several key factors 
which will change throughout the mission lifetime on variable time scales, such as: spacecraft 
temperature, Martian albedo, orbit altitude and beta angle, Mars' night side temperature, and 
degradation of the radiator emissivity over time. To reduce computational time and 
complexity, two models were run; one using all the best-case values (including significant 
negative margins) of each factor above, and one using all the worst-case values (with 
margins). We would expect the normal operational temperature to always be within the 263-
293K range, but towards the lower end for a number of reasons: (1) degradation of the 
radiator's surface properties will only occur towards the end of the mission, (2) the spacecraft 
payload deck's worst-case temperature, with margin, is very high (>320K), and completely 
dominates the temperature of NOMAD, and (3) if, on the rare occasion that these worst-case 
values all happen to coincide, we have the option to switch off the instrument for certain 
orbits, or to reduce the duty cycle (e.g. shorten the nadir or occultation observations), as it is 
scientifically preferable to reduce the instrument temperature at the expense of global 
coverage. Hence, for this study, three instrument temperatures were chosen: 263K, 273K and 
283K. 

2.3. Effects of the Mars environment 

The atmospheric and surface conditions of Mars, and the Mars-Sun distance and geometry 
also influence the results. The LNO nadir channel works by observing solar radiation 
reflected from the surface, and hence all of these factors affect the flux entering NOMAD, 
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changing the calculated SNR. The SO and LNO solar occultation channels work by viewing 
the Sun through the atmosphere of Mars – and are therefore not affected by surface properties 
or geometry, and have very high SNRs independent of the conditions when viewing the Sun. 
For the occultation calculations, the solar irradiance spectrum was taken from the “2000 
Standard Extraterrestrial Spectrum Reference E-490-00” calculated by the American Society 
for Testing and Materials, a part of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory of the U.S. 
Department of Energy. 

48 different conditions, in Table 1, were simulated for the geometry of the LNO channel 
when viewing nadir, using a full scattering scheme adapted to Martian conditions [6–8]. The 
model includes Rayleigh scattering, but not the absorption lines of the gas species that 
NOMAD is designed to measure. Aerosols properties (i.e. single scattering albedo, optical 
depth and aerosol scattering matrix provided as Legendre polynomials) are wavelength-
dependent. The Sun irradiance has been considered here as a blackbody at the temperature of 
5967K, the value most compatible with recent SOLSPEC observations [1]. The surface is 
considered to be Lambertian, characterized by a constant, wavelength-independent, albedo. 
Albedo values were chosen based on the compilation of [9]: 0.361 for bright regions, 0.179 
for dark areas, and 0.242 as an intermediate value. For occultation viewing modes, reduction 
in optical transmission due to dust was not investigated. Note also that the Sun-Mars distance 
does not change the SNR in occultation mode, only the number of illuminated pixels. 

Table 1. LNO nadir environmental parameters 

Sun-Mars Distance (AU) 
Surface Albedo [9] 

Dust Optical 
Depth (OD) 

Solar Zenith Angle (sza) 
(degrees) 

1.38 (at 
perihelion, when 
LS = 251°) 

0.179 (Dark spots) 
0.2 0, 45, 65, 80 

0.1,0.4, 0.7, 1.0 45 

0.242 (Intermediate 
value) 

0.2 0, 45, 65, 80 

0.1,0.4, 0.7, 1.0 45 

0.361 (Bright spots) 
0.2 0, 45, 65, 80 

0.1,0.4, 0.7, 1.0 45 

1.67 (at aphelion, 
when LS = 71°) 

0.179 (Dark spots) 
0.2 0, 45, 65, 80 

0.1,0.4, 0.7, 1.0 45 

0.242 (Intermediate 
value) 

0.2 0, 45, 65, 80 

0.1,0.4, 0.7, 1.0 45 

0.361 (Bright spots) 
0.2 0, 45, 65, 80 

0.1,0.4, 0.7, 1.0 45 

3. Radiometric models of the SO and LNO channels 

Radiometric models consist in general of two elements: (1) a simulation of the detected signal 
during one observation, considering the incoming radiation from the various environmental 
conditions (Table 1), and the attenuation of this signal due to the different optical 
components; (2) an estimation of the detector noise for that observation. From these 
quantities, signal to noise ratios (SNRs) can be calculated for each detector pixel i as follows: 

 ( ) ( )
( )

S i
SNR i

N i
=  (1) 

where S(i) is the signal and N(i) is the noise on pixel i during a single observation. The 
procedures for calculating these values are described in the following sections. 
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Photon flux entering the instrument 

The spectral radiances for the various environmental scenarios described previously are 
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 2. Spectral radiances entering the LNO nadir aperture for the various cases described 
previously. They correspond to two different Sun-Mars distances: aphelion in (a) and (c), and 
perihelion in (b) and (d); for different dust opacities at a fixed sza of 45° (a) and (b), and 
different solar zenith angles for a fixed dust OD of 0.2 (c) and (d). Solid, dotted and dashed 
lines correspond to the different albedos (bright spots, intermediate, and dark areas 
respectively). 

 

Fig. 3. Solar spectral radiance entering the SO and LNO solar occultation apertures. Note that 
radiance is invariant with Sun-Mars distance. Below 2.5µm solar absorption lines are present 
in the spectrum. 
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3.1. Flux passing through optical components 

The elements common to both the SO and LNO channels are: an AOTF, which selects the 
spectral interval of interest; a diffraction grating positioned in a quasi-Littrow configuration; a 
detector array of 320 × 256 pixels; and a series of optical elements such as mirrors and lenses, 
for which the transmission or reflectivity curves are known. These are described in more 
detail here: 

AOTF bandpass filter – When a radio-frequency (RF) field is applied to the AOTF 
crystal, the waves induce a periodic pattern of expansion and compression within the crystal, 
causing a specific range of wavelengths to exit the crystal at a different angle to the main 
beam. By controlling the input RF, the desired wavelength range can be selected, filtering all 
other radiation and preventing it from reaching the diffraction grating – and therefore acting 
as an order sorting filter for the spectrometer. The AOTF spectral response to a broadband 

light source typically varies as a sinc function i.e. ( ) sin( )sin c xx x= , where the correct RF 

input is chosen so that the centre wavelength of the passband corresponds to the central 
wavelength of the grating's FSR at the desired order, which is then diffracted onto the central 
pixel of the detector. The sinc function creates sidelobes which overlap into adjacent orders, 
though through optimising the properties and shape of the RF transducer, these out-of-band 
elements can be minimised. Hence, in this SNR calculation it was assumed that the 
transmission (as a function of wavelength) can be approximated by a Gaussian with a full-
width half-maximum equal to the bandpass, as follows: 

 ( ) ( )

( )

2

2
exp

2
2 2ln 2

centre
AOTF

λ λ
τ λ

λ

 
 
 − −
 =
  Δ      

 (2) 

Where τAOTF is the transmission of the AOTF at a wavelength λ within the diffraction order 
under investigation, λcentre is the central wavelength of that order, and Δλ is the bandwidth of 
the AOTF for that diffraction order. 

AOTF efficiency - The AOTF has a non-uniform spectral response, and the efficiency of 
the crystal also depends on the angle of the incoming beam, so the radiation entering the 
instrument is diffracted by the AOTF with a slightly different efficiency depending on the 
angle of incidence. Therefore for each wavelength within the chosen diffraction order, the 
total radiation passing through to the slit and grating is a sum of the product of the AOTF 
bandpass filter shape [Eq. (2)], transmission efficiency of the optical path at this wavelength 
[Fig. 4], and the normalized efficiency of the AOTF at this angle of incidence [Fig. 5]. 

 

Fig. 4. Transmission properties of the optical components in the SO (a) and LNO (b) channels. 
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Fig. 5. AOTF transmission efficiency versus angle of incidence. NOMAD's AOTF has been 
positioned so that the on-axis photons pass through the center of the AOTF and hit the center 
of the detector with minimal attenuation. The LNO AOTF is much larger than the SO AOTF, 
which increases throughput but results in a higher attenuation of off-axis light. 

Grating dispersion – One diffraction order is selected by the AOTF: radiation within this 
passband passes through to the slit and onto the echelle grating, which diffracts the radiation 
through further optics and onto the detector according to Bragg's Law. As the angle of 
diffraction depends on the wavelength, each detector pixel in the horizontal (spectral) 
direction will receive a different wavelength of radiation. The dispersion of radiation towards 
each pixel is dependent on the properties of the grating, such as blaze function, groove density 
and orientation with respect to the other optical components. The blaze function [Fig. 6] is the 
wavelength-dependent diffraction efficiency within one order, which peaks at 1 in the centre 
of the order (detector pixel 160). 

 

Fig. 6. Blaze function and Free Spectral Range parameters for the SO and LNO channels. A 
measurement of one order corresponds to a horizontal slice across the entire detector at a single 
central wavenumber. The blaze function peaks in the centre of the detector for all diffraction 
orders, but the fall-off varies with order (and central wavenumber of that order). The grating's 
FSR varies non-linearly with order also; therefore pixels below the dotted line contain adjacent 
orders and are omitted from the calculation. At low orders, the FSR is larger than the detector; 
hence some small spectral ranges cannot be measured. 
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Detector properties – After the optics, the final element in each optical chain is the 
detector, which consists of a silicon window, behind which sits a cooled detector array. The 
window is attached to the exterior, hence remains at a similar temperature as the instrument. 
For the LNO channel, it was necessary to block as much of the radiation forming the thermal 
background as possible. Therefore in the LNO detector there is also a cold filter, which is 
cooled down to the same temperature as the detector element. In the calculation, the spectral 
response of the window and filter has been considered, plus the spectral responsivity and 75% 
efficiency of the detector in converting received photons to electrons (i.e. the quantum 
efficiency). 

3.2. Differences between SO and LNO channels 

There are a few small but important differences between the optical components in the SO 
and LNO channels. These are described in detail elsewhere [5], but are summarised here: 

- Firstly, in nadir mode, a flip mirror is placed in the LNO optical path. When in solar 
occultation mode, the beam reflects off two additional mirrors, but not the flip 
mirror. The SO channel has only one viewing port, reflecting always off two mirrors, 
instead of a flip mirror. 

- The AOTF in the LNO channel is larger than in SO and has a slightly larger spectral 
bandwidth (24 cm−1 vs. 22 cm−1). 

- The LNO slit is 4 pixels wide and 150 pixels high, whereas SO is 2 × 30 pixels. The 
increased width increases the throughput at the expense of spectral resolution, and 
the increased height means that the Instantaneous Field Of View (IFOV) is larger, 
again to increase the photon flux in nadir mode. Note that in occultation mode, the 
Sun does not fill the increased IFOV of the LNO channel – instead, it should subtend 
~20 pixels (in the vertical, spatial direction) of the LNO detector, as in SO, 
depending on the angular size of the Sun when viewed from Mars. In normal 
operation, to maximize SNR, 144 illuminated spatial pixels are binned during each 
nadir observation; during occultation however, a binning factor of 6 is more typical, 
so that some spatial information can be retained to achieve a higher spatial resolution 
IFOV. 

- Some of the optical components present have slightly different transmission properties, 
particularly the LNO detector, which contains a cold filter which cuts off at 3.8µm 
(rather than the 4.3µm of SO) and a larger AOTF with reduced transmission 
efficiency. A comparison of the two channels is shown in Fig. 4. 

3.3. Flux incident on detector 

The signal arriving on the detector can be expressed as: 

 
( )2

( ) ( ) ( )
4 / #

slit opt

a
S W R

F

πλ λ τ λ λ= Δ  (3) 

where F/# is the channel’s F-number, a is the area of one detector pixel, Δλ is the pixel 
spectral bandwidth, Wslit is the slit width, R(λ) is the incoming radiance, and τopt(λ) is the 
transmission of the optics. This latter variable is a product of the transmission properties of all 
optics: mirrors, lenses, AOTF (τAOTF(λ) and angular dependency), and echelle grating blaze 
function. The model calculates the flux for one diffraction order at a time, therefore any pixels 
that receive a flux outside the grating's FSR are ignored, as they are accounted for in an 
adjacent order. The number of electrons S(i) generated in a detector pixel i during integration 
time Δt is given by: 
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 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i
electrons det i Q i iS i E S t

hc

λ τ λ λ λ= Δ  (4) 

where λi is the wavelength corresponding to the pixel i, h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed 
of light, EQ(λ) is the quantum efficiency of the detector and τdet(λ) is the sensitivity of the 
detector at the given wavelength, including responsivity, cold filter transmission and detector 
window transmission. 

3.4. Detector noise consideration 

Different sources of noise need to be considered: 

- Read-out noise Nro originates from the detector and the readout electronics, and is a 
fixed source of noise, measured in electrons per pixel per observation. For the 
MARS MW detector in the SO and LNO channels, this has a value of 1000 e-/pixel. 

- Dark current noise Ndark is also a fixed source of noise, measured in electrons per pixel 
per second. The dark current is 6000 e-/pixel/s, therefore the noise is assumed to be 

6000darkN t= Δ  in each of the IR channels, where tΔ is the integration time. 

- Thermal background shot noise Ntb is the noise in the detector produced by the 

thermal background, calculated as ( ) ( )tb tbN i S i= where Stb(i) is the electrons 

generated in detector pixel i due to thermal emission coming from the instrument. 

- Quantization noise Nquant is due to the finite number of bits (nbits = 14 for SO and 
LNO) for encoding the signal detected by the detector chip. It is calculated as: 

 
max min

( )

12.2

FWC
quant

nbits ADC ADC

ADC

S i
N

V V

V

=
 −
 
 

 (5) 

where SFWC(i) is the full well capacity of detector pixel i, VADCmax, VADCmin, 
correspond to the usable voltage range of the analogue-to-digital converter and VADC 
is the converter's maximum voltage range. For NOMAD, SFWC(i) = 37x106, VADCmax = 
4.06V, VADCmin = 0.28V and VADC = 5V. 

- Shot noise Nshot is the noise resulting from the signal photons impacting the detector, 

where ( )shot electronsN S i= . 

3.5. Thermal background estimation 

For an instrument at a temperature of 263-283K, the thermal background makes the largest 
contribution to the noise, increasing the thermal background shot noise, particularly in nadir 
viewing mode where the signal is much lower than when viewing the sun. All the mechanical 
and optical components within the instrument act as blackbody radiation sources, emitting 
thermal photons; some of which can reach the detector. The total thermal background is 
difficult to calculate, since all elements that could radiate must be included in the analysis, 
and depending on their position in the optical chain, their emitted radiation passes through 
different numbers of elements. The cold filter in the LNO detector limits the field of view, so 
that thermal emission incident on the detector must have passed through the optical chain. 
Emission was reduced as much as possible by using very highly transmissive lenses (>0.95 
across most of the spectral range) and highly reflective mirrors (>0.95) so that the slit and 
diffraction grating are the primary sources of thermal emission. It was assumed that 
emissivity = 1 – reflectance in the calculation, and the slit was assumed to have an emissivity 
of 0.99 All components are assumed to be at the same temperature as the instrument, except 
for the cold filter and detector, which are assumed to be at their operating temperature of 85K 
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within the detector housing. The optical components are attached to a thermally conductive 
baseplate inside NOMAD - away from the heat-generating central electronics boards – so the 
temperature of the parts should not deviate by more than a few degrees from the main 
instrument body. 

The calculation is run for each detector pixel individually, split into three parts: 
contributions from optical components before the AOTF, from the AOTF to the slit, and after 
the slit. Due to the limited bandpass of the AOTF and the low emissivity (high 
transmission/reflectance) of the mirrors and lenses, the first part is very small, but is included 
for completeness. The second part makes a larger contribution as the AOTF itself has a higher 
emissivity, and because photons emitted here are diffracted by the grating at all diffraction 
orders, hence the contributions from every order must be added together. The grating diffracts 
the thermal photons however, distributing them across the detector array - unlike the emission 
from the grating itself and the optics after the grating, which is directly incident on each pixel. 
Therefore this final part provides the greatest contribution. 

Thermal emission is modelled using the Planck blackbody equation, which determines the 
power emitted per unit area per unit of solid angle of a component's surface, at the given 
wavelength λ and temperature T: 

 ( )5

2 1
( , )

exp 1B

hc
B T

hc k T
λ

λλ
=

−
 (6) 

where kB is the Boltzmann constant. The number of electrons generated in the detector by 
emission of wavelength λ from surface n is therefore: 

 ( ),
1

( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( )
m

electrons n n n n j Q
j n

S T B T A E thc
λλ ε λ λ τ λ λ

= +

 
= Ω Δ 

 
∏  (7) 

where ( )ε λ  is the surface emissivity, ( )hc
λ  is the energy of one photon, AΩ is the etendue 

as viewed by a detector pixel,
1

( )
m

j
j n

τ λ
= +
∏ is the cumulative transmission of all m optical 

elements between the surface and the pixel, ( )QE λ  is the quantum efficiency of the detector, 

and tΔ is the observation time. To first approximation, the signal in electrons in detector pixel 
i by thermal emission from before the AOTF can be calculated as follows, summed over the n 
optical components before the AOTF: 

 ( ), 1 ,
1 1

( , ) ( , )
( )

2
electrons n i n electrons n i n

tb i i
n

S T S T
S i

λ λ
λ λ+

+

+ 
= − 

 
  (8) 

For those components between the AOTF and the slit, the calculation becomes more complex, 
as all diffraction orders x need to be accounted for: 

 ( ), , 1 , ,
2 , 1 ,

0

( , ) ( , )
( )

2
electrons n x i n electrons n x i n

tb x i x i
n x

S T S T
S i

λ λ
λ λ+

+
=

∞ + 
= − 

 
  (9) 

Finally, for the grating and components after the slit, the signal in electrons is simply: 

 3 ,

0

( ) ( , )tb electrons n n
n

S i S T
λ

λ
=

∞

=   (10) 

And therefore, for each pixel i the total thermal background in electrons Stb(i) can be 
calculated by adding the three components Stb1(i), Stb2(i), and Stb3(i). 
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3.6. SNR calculation 

The total noise on pixel i, when measuring diffraction order x, is given by: 

 2 2 2 2 2( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )dark ro quant shot tbN i x N N N i x N i x N i x= + + + +  (11) 

So, substituting the relevant variables and values, the SNR can be written as: 
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2

max min
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6000 1000 ( , ) ( , )
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nbits ADC ADC

ADC

S i xS i x

N i x

S i x
t S i x S i x

V V

V

=
 
 
 Δ + + + +  −
     

 (12) 

The AOTF transmission efficiency has an angular dependence [Fig. 5], therefore pixels away 
from the centre of the detector receive less signal. The model accounts for this by calculating 
the signal and noise for each illuminated detector pixel for each order. 

The calculation then diverges between the occultation and nadir viewing geometries: for 
occultation, the SNR is very high, hence spatial and temporal resolution are maximised 
considering the SNR of each pixel individually, by not binning or co-adding consecutive 
pixels. In reality, data rate limitations prevent the transmission to Earth of data from every 
pixel; however the instrument is highly programmable, therefore presenting all possible 
binning and co-addition schemes would not be feasible here. 

On the other hand, for nadir, SNR values are low and therefore must be maximised at the 
expense of spatial and temporal resolution. The signal and noise values derived for all 144 
illuminated pixels are summed to generate a column-binned SNR for that observation of the 
diffraction order under investigation. To further increase the SNR, consecutive observations 
are co-added, to fill a pre-defined observation period, which is set at 15s for this study (a 
single 15s observation is not possible, as the thermal background would saturate the detector). 
NOMAD's nadir observation strategy is also highly flexible, and will therefore be adapted 
over time to optimise science return. 

4. Results 

4.1. Integration times 

A suitable integration time must be chosen so that the detector is not saturated by the signal 
and thermal background incident on it. For this study, optimal integration times were 
calculated using the model described, which are given in Fig. 7 for typical SO, LNO solar 
occultation and LNO nadir observations. In this ideal case, we chose to define an optimal 
integration time that included a small margin to avoid saturating the detector: hence these 
times correspond to a 95% saturation of the detector. As described previously, a single 
observation period is either 1s or 15s in duration, and therefore the number of co-added 
observations is calculated to fit within this period (rounded down to the nearest whole 
number). For example, from Fig. 7, the optimal integration time is 1000ms, when NOMAD is 
at 263K, and LNO is measuring at 2500cm−1 in nadir. This means that in 1000ms, the detector 
is 95% saturated by the total of the signal and instrument thermal background – and therefore 
15 consecutive observations can be made in one 15s observation period. The observed signal 
varies with wavenumber, and therefore the integration time also varies. This effect is much 
more pronounced in solar occultation measurements, because the signal is much larger than 
the thermal background, and hence a longer integration time can be used at wavenumbers 
where the instrument's transmission is lower. 
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Fig. 7. Integration times for the SO (a), LNO solar occultation (b) and LNO nadir (c) channels 
at 263K, 273K and 283K. In nadir mode, the thermal background is an order of magnitude 
larger than the signal from Mars; therefore the integration time is mainly dependent on 
instrument temperature. In occultation mode, the solar flux dominates the thermal background; 
hence the change with temperature is very small. 

4.2. Solar occultation observations 

The results of the calculations for both the SO channel and the LNO channel in solar 
occultation mode are presented in Fig. 8. SNRs of 5000-6000 are expected for both channels 
in occultation mode within their nominal spectral ranges. The short-wavelength cutoff below 
2.2μm is not accurately modelled here, as it largely depends on the RF driver being able to 
deliver a high power output at high frequencies, which it was not designed to do. A lower RF 
power will reduce the AOTF diffraction efficiency significantly, and during nominal science 
operations measurements will not usually be made below 2.2µm to avoid stressing the RF 
driver. 
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Fig. 8. Expected SNRs for SO (a) and LNO occultation (b) observations for three instrument 
temperatures (263K, 273K and 283K). 

4.3. Nadir observations 

In total, 144 model runs were performed: for each of the three instrument temperatures, there 
are four solar zenith angles or dust opacities, each with three albedo cases, and each of these 
for two Sun-Mars distances. It is not feasible to present all 144 cases, therefore selected 
results are shown here only in Fig. 9, Fig. 10, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. A wide range of SNR 
values has been derived, typically between 20 in the worst-case scenarios and 160 in the best. 
Solar zenith angle appears to have the greatest effect, where a change from 0° to 80° results in 
a greater-than-fourfold reduction in SNR. The change in flux between perihelion and aphelion 
also has a strong effect, reducing SNRs by approximately a third. Similarly, a change from 
high to medium albedo results in a decrease of around a quarter. Increasing dust opacity 
actually increases the SNR, due to higher radiances being reflected from the atmosphere, 
rather than being absorbed by the surface. 

 

Fig. 9. Effects of Sun-Mars distance variations: Expected SNR for LNO nadir observations for 
one solar zenith angle (45°), two dust cases (OD = 0.1 and OD = 1), intermediate surface 
albedo (0.242), two Sun-Mars distances (1.38AU @ Ls = 251° and 1.67AU @ Ls = 71°) and 
three instrument temperatures (263K, 273K and 283K). 
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Fig. 10. Effects of Variations in Albedo: Expected SNR for LNO nadir observations for one 
solar zenith angle (45°), one dust case (OD = 0.4), three surface albedos (0.179, 0.242 and 
0.361), one Sun-Mars distance (1.38AU @ Ls = 251°) and three instrument temperatures 
(263K, 273K and 283K). 

 

Fig. 11. Effects of Variations in Solar Zenith Angle: Expected SNR for LNO nadir 
observations for four solar zenith angles (0°, 45°, 65° and 80°), one dust case (OD = 0.2), 
intermediate surface albedo (0.242), one Sun-Mars distance (1.38AU @ Ls = 251°) and three 
instrument temperatures (263K, 273K and 283K). 

 

Fig. 12. Effects of Variations of Dust Opacity: Expected SNR for LNO nadir observations for 
one solar zenith angle (45°), four dust cases (OD = 0.1, 0.4, 0.7, 1.0), intermediate surface 
albedo (0.242), one Sun-Mars distance (1.38AU @ Ls = 251°) and three instrument 
temperatures (263K, 273K and 283K). 
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5. Conclusions 

NOMAD is a suite of three spectrometers that will be launched in 2016 as part of the joint 
ESA-Roscosmos ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter mission. The instrument is a combination of 
three channels that cover the IR and UV spectral ranges and can perform solar occultation, 
nadir and limb observations, to detect and map a wide variety of Martian atmospheric gases 
and trace species. Another paper [1], published separately, described the optical and 
radiometric modelling work performed for the UVIS channel. In this second part, we have 
described the optical models representing the two IR channels, and used them to determine 
signal to noise levels for many expected observational cases. 

This study shows that the instrument will be capable of measuring a suite of gas species 
that are or could be present in the atmosphere of Mars in both viewing modes. The solar 
occultation technique is a very powerful observational method: it is self-calibrating (the Sun is 
viewed directly at the beginning or end of the occultation period, depending on ingress or 
egress, as a reference spectrum), enabling the retrieval of vertical profiles of the target 
molecules from the upper layers of the atmosphere down to the surface (or near-surface 
depending on the loading in dust and particles). Solar occultations have limited durations and 
spatial coverage on Mars, therefore nadir observations complement these, mapping a series of 
constituents across much more of the surface so that atmospheric sources and sinks can be 
investigated, and thus constraints on surface processes can be determined. 

Typical LNO nadir-viewing SNRs measured in the study range from ~20, when solar 
zenith angles are lowest and NOMAD is hot, up to >160 in regions where the surface albedo 
is high and NOMAD is cold. If all conditions are favourable (dust opacity = 0.1, Mars at 
perihelion, Sun directly overhead, surface albedo high and NOMAD at 263K) then 
theoretically, SNRs ~250 can be achieved, however the likelihood of all conditions being 
ideal is low. For SO and LNO in solar occultation mode, SNRs are much higher, up to 5000 
on condition that an optimal integration time is chosen. Therefore, this study shows that the 
descope of the cryo-radiator will not prevent NOMAD from achieving its intended goals in 
nadir mode - and has had negligible impact on solar occultation observations. With such high 
SNRs, sub-ppb levels of methane are still detectable by the instrument in solar occultation 
mode; even in nadir, the instrument has a methane sensitivity of the order of 10s of ppb 
assuming an average SNR of 100 [10]. 

Although this analysis was performed using a SNR model utilising all available data 
regarding optical component properties, expected instrument temperatures, and a range of 
anticipated atmospheric properties, this remains a theoretical exercise that will be thoroughly 
evaluated once ground or in-flight NOMAD calibration data is received - and eventually 
assessed with respect to the true performance of the instrument throughout the course of the 
science mission around Mars. 
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